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THE SCHOOL OF THE SPIRIT 

IT could be said mith some reason that Protestantism 
did not correctly describe its principle of knowledge 
when it declared the Scriptures to be the source and 
standard of doctrine, Was not the sovereign authority 
which it recognised, and to which it bowed, the Holy 
Spirit? The teaching of the prophets, it was held, 
had been given by inspiration of the Holy Ghost ; the 
doctrine of the New Testament was derived either 
directly from Christ, or from the Spirit whom He 
promised to  the disciples to  lead them into all the 
truth. This initial work was believed to have been 
continued in an inward witness of the Spirit by which 
an assurance was conveyed that the Scriptures had the 
character of the Word of God. It was also taught 
that the assistance of the Holy Spirit mas necessary to  
make the Word efficacious as a means of grace, and to 
apply to the darkened and sinful soul the enlightening 
and life-giving energies that made all things new. Why, 
then, it was natural to ask, should this principle not be 
frankly acknowledged, instead of veiling its sovereignty 
by allusions to another supreme standard ? 1 And mhy 

‘ The Holy Scriptures I esteem above human treasures, but not SO 
highly as the Word of God, which is living, powerful, and eternal, 
and pure from the elements of this world, since it is God Himself, 
Spirit and not letter, written without pen and paper, BO that it can 
never be blotted out.’-Denclr, quoted by Jones, Mystical Bcligion, 
1910, p, 356. 
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should it not be more fully trusted? If the Spirit 
could be believed when it vouched for the truth that 
the Bible is the Word of God, it seemed that it was 
equally deserving of credence when it vouched as con- 
fidently for other convictions that were rooted in or 
accompanied a regenerate experience. The Spirit of 
God bloweth as it listeth, and it was not evident why 
i t  should be held to have been debarred from con- 
tinuing to lay hold of and speak through human in- 
struments even as these had been owned and used in 
the earlier periods of sacred history. 

The School of the Spirit is a comprehensive rubric, 
which might be held to include wide varieties of stand- 
point-ranging from religious mania to theological 
liberalism and unchartered freedom of thought, and 
also including varied types of mysticism> For our 
present purpose it is desirable to restrict i t  to those 
schools and sects which, believing that special revela- 
tion is a mode of the divine activity, have held that 
throughout the Christian dispensation private revela- 
tions of a supernatural kind have continued to be given 
to men, and that the communications thus made take 
their place alongside of the Scriptures as authoritative 
Word of  God. 

This modification of the Protestant principle was so 
plausible that it must have been propounded in the 
natural course of reflection, while it could reckon on 
peculiar sympathy from minds that had been unsettled 
and excited in the great spiritual upheaval of the 
Reformation era. The school had its prototype in the 

1 Vaughan rcgarded it as the distinctive note of mysticism, that i t  
‘ mistook for a divine manifestation the operations of a merely human 
faculty.’ But the ‘mystic is not, as such, .z visionary, nor has he any 
interest in appealing t o  a faculty above reason.’-Inge, Christian 
Mysticism, 1599, p. 19. 
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patristic church in Nontanism, which made the same 
claim to special illumination, and paid the same penalty 
in ferocious persecution. Its chief representatives were 
the Anabaptists, who mere Trehemently repudiated by 
Luther and Calvin as seeking to degrade the Word of 
God to the level of their own vain imaginations, and 
also as giving a pretext to the civil magistrate, by their 
visionary projects and their turbulence, for opposing 
the Reformation as a menace to social order and good 
morals. The principle of the inner light was largely 
dissociated at a later date from the communions which 
are identified by their rejection of infant baptism ; but 
it was re-affirmed by the Society of Friends, it passed 
over to Swedenborgianism, Irvingism, and other 
modern sects, and it has at least some affinity with the 
principle which underlies the work of the subjective 
schools of modern theology. 

1 
The distinctive position of the School of the Spirit, it 

has been said, is that private revelations have continued 
to be given to individuals which are no less authorita- 
tive than those recorded in Scripture, But there has 
been much diversity of opinion upon certain subsidiary 
points-viz. (i.) as to the persons to whom these corn- 
munications have beenvouchsafed; (ii.) as to the mode of 
their conveyance ; and (iii.) as to the precise relation in 
which the revelations stand to the canonical Scriptures. 

i. I t  has been common in the school to magnify 
the revelation which is made inwardly to man as man. 
The knowledge of God and of duty which can be 
widely reckoned on in all civilised societies was in- 
terpreted, not as a restdt of reasoning, or of the in- 
tuitive powers of the mind, but as a gift of the 
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illuminating Spirit of God. There was also a disposi- 
tion to exaggerate the extent and value of this general 
gift in opposition to the orthodox view that the Fall 
had reduced man to utter spiritual impotence and 
blindness. The Anabaptists were wont to emphasise 
the truth that there is a light which lighteneth every 
man that cometh into the world,’ and that’ the soul 
naturally bears testimony to  the righteousness and the 
love of God. These religious and moral intuitions 
make up a considerable part of the revelations which 
Barclay seeks to vindicate in his ApoZogg. There was 
recognised in addition a richer and more spiritual en- 
dowment which is bestowed upon the Christian society 
and its members. The Christian congregation, in the 
view of the Friends, is the object of a peculiar care and 
bounty of the Spirit, which gives liberally of illumina- 
tion and utterance to the worshippers ; and the services 
of an educated ministry are regarded as at the best a 
makeshift for tiding over the intervals of divine qui- 
escence and silence. By the same Spirit, assistance is 
also given to believers in dealing with the problems of’ 
bhe intellectual life and the perplexities of the practical 
life. In other types of thought the tendency has been 
to minimise or even surrender the claim of average 
persons to immediate illumination, and to assert it 
only in the case of certain individuals marked out by 
extraordinary gifts. These might be conceived to form 
a fairly large class of persons who, on the ground of ex- 
ceptional sanctity and spiritual power, were supposed to 
have received a special mission and unction from on 
high. The Montanist prophets and their successors of 
Zwickau were condemned as false prophets ; but when 
the Church has been thoroughly satisfied mith a pro- 
phetic message it has often been entirely willing to 
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believe that the saintly, fervent and soul-compelling 
preacher possessed a real measure of miraculous endow- 
ment, During the first hundred years of its history 
the Church accorded to its inspired prophets far 
greater reverence than it paid to  the more sober and 
prosaic official who was destined to  evolve into a 
diocesan bishop ; and popular Protestantism has also 
occasionally possessed prophetic preachers whom it has 
honoured with a similar judgment. I n  some sects 
and schools the main emphasis has been laid on 
the work of a single individual of the prophetic type 
who was believed to have been raised up as a special 
instrument, furnished with a momentous message, and 
commissioned to  reform the Church or to  perfect its 
doctrine. 

ii. There is also considerable difference of experience 
and of theoryas to  the manner of the divine revela- 
tions. The main distinction is between the type of 
experience in which the normal conditions of the 
intellectual life are suspended and supplemented, and 
that in which the higher illumination is blended with 
the ordinary processes of thought and will. There is a 
natural tendency to regard abnormal psychical con- 
ditions as the most reliable criterion of the influence of 
the Divine Spirit upon the finite spirit. In the early 
history of Israel, it was ecstasy and trance that were the 
credentials of the prophet; in .the Corinthian Church 
this kind of gift was coveted more than the excellent 
way of charity ; and it is to Montanism that we owe the 
most thorough-going conception of inspiration as a 
mechanical process. It is pathetic to read that Edward 
Irving mould pause in the midst of a sublime discourse, 
in which genius met with holiness, and would keep 
reverent silence while some ecstatic brother or sister 
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interrupted the preacher with contributions in an 
unknown and unknowable tongue. Outward voices, 
appearances, and dkeams are specified by Barclay as 
trustworthy media. In many cases the revelation is de- 
clared to have been received through the agency of other 
finite spirits, whether angels or fellow-mortals, who have 
passed into the unseen world. At this point the type 
of thought runs into spiritualism, and derives from it 
such support or discredit as may be thought to follow 
from the alliance. On the other hand it would appear 
that what was founded on by many of those who 
affirmed the reality of private revelations was that they 
had acquired convictions on religious and moral ques- 
tions which could not be shaken by argument, and 
that they had formed holy resolutions from which they 
could not be moved, either by the allurements or by 
the terrors of the world. I t  must be this class of ex- 
periences, and not voices, visions and the like, that is 
the basis of the faith of the great multitude of those 
who have affirmed the fact of private revelations. 

iii, As regards the matter of the alleged revelations, 
a distinction may be drawn according as they have been 
supposed to be an independent reproduction of biblical 
doctrines, a supplement to the knowledge conveyed in 
the Christian revelation, or a revision and amendment 
of the doctrinal system of Christianity. 

In the teaching of the Anabaptists expression was 
often given to the idea that the private revelations 
were a republication of the substance of Scripture. 
They might even advance to the position that the 
revelations sufficed for salvation, and that Scripture 
could be dispensed with; but at least in the earlier 
period they accorded it the tribute of testifying that 
as a gift of the same Spirit it could not be contradicted 
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by the private revelations, As a fact, the chief ground 
of the quarrel with them in the first instance was 
that they made too much instead of too little of the 
Bible, that their imagination had, been fired by its 
social gospel and its prophetic visions, and that they 
thought the ideas of the Kingdom of God and of hurnan 
brotherhood to be capable of concrete realisation in 
political institutions and in economic and social life. 
The position of Barclay is circumspectly chosen. He 
maintains the principle of his school, by protesting that 
the revelations may not be subjected to Scripture as a 
more certain touchstone, and he rules out all mischievous 
elements of doctrine or ethical ideal by providing thac 
the revealed utterances shall not contradict Scripture.l 
This may well seem to be to reject the biblical touch- 
stone in name and to make reverent use of it in practice. 

The view that the original deposit of the biblical 
revelation has been supplemented by private revela- 
tions is met with in many gradations. It would often 
seem as if the main thing contended for by those who 

, claimed special communications was that they enjoyed 
the gracious help of the Holy Spirit in thinking out their 
theological difficulties, in applying Christian principles 
to the concrete world of politics, business and social 
intercourse, and in taking the numerous decisions that 
are called for by the circumstances and the events of 
the day. Protestant orthodoxy could go even further, 
and, provided no addition to the stock of doctrine was 
claimed, could believe in the continuance of the power of 
prediction. I t  is stated byEnox, for example, that George 
Wishart ‘fore-spake in the audience of many such 
things as some towns and the whole realm afterwards 

Barclay, Apology for  the 1’rue Clwistian Divinity, 1676-8, See 
App. G, Barclay’s Propositions. 
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felt.’ When the private revelations have been 
appealed to for instruction in doctrine they have 
frequently been made use of to discredit positions of 
orthodox theology. I t  is noteworthy that they have 
been specially levelled against articles of the evan- 
gelical scheme of Christianity. Among the Anabaptists 
Schwenkfeld combined the principle of the jnner 
light with violent opposition to the doctrine of justifica- 
tion by faith; and it was characteristic of the school 
generally that they shifted the emphasis from t-he 
Cross to the indwelling Christ as the ground of 
salvation. There was also much opposition to the 
predestinarian tenets, with accentuation of the uni- 
versality of the love of God and of the scope of the 
Atonement, although there was also a section which 
realised the close affinity with their fundamental 
principle of that theological system which depends 
most entirely upon God. It was an important part of 
the purpose of the revelations of Swedenborg to correct 
the errors into which lie believed that the Church had 
been led by Luther and Calvin. Swedenborg’s teaching 
was in the main intended as a deeper and richer 
interpretation of Scripture, with supplementary in- 
formation as to the unseen world, and the conditions 
of existence of departed spirits. In other cases the 
interest has been, not so much in doctrine, as in moral 
and social ideals. The burden of the Montanist 
message was that the Church should return to the 
purity and the moral rigour of the first age. The 
Anabaptists dreamed of a millennium, and, failing this, 
of a political and social order that would be governed 
more palpably by the principles of Christ. 

The theology of the inner light has had still more 
1 ‘1’lie Reformation in Scotland, i. 125. 
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radical developments. The Puritan upheaval gave 
birth to bands of fanatics, popularly known as Ranters, 
who professed a pantheistic creed that involved the 
denial of the personality of God and of ths immortality 
of the soul, and who seem to have conceived that the 
goal of religious development was reached in emanci- 
pation from the demands of the moral law, One 
division of Quakerism moved in the direction of theo- 
logical rationalism, and rested in an ethical monotheism 
which broke more or less with the supernaturalism of 
the Christian system while it conserved its moral 
precepts concerning inwardness and meekness. 

I1 
The School of the Spirit, if we may speak of it as a 

whole, had the merit of perceiving certain facts, and of 
taking seriously certain truths, to which full justice 
was not done in orthodox Pr0testantism.l 

It; was right in its explicit aErmation that the one 
absolute authority is God or the Holy Spirit. It also 
made the just observation that Christianity is not a 
religion of the letter, conveying to  us in a book a code 
of elaborated doctrines which it is the sole business of 
theology to reproduce, and also a collection of. divine 
enactments which furnish guidance in the form of? 
proof texts for most of the capital questions dealt mith 
in Church and State, and in the various relationships of 
the individual life. It took its own way of expressing 
the fact that the Christian revelation has imposed grave 
responsibilities upon the Christian mind in the vay 
of thinking out its intellectual content, and also of 

This attitude is well illustrated in a recent notable book-W. B. 
Ritchie, Revelation and Religious Certitude, 1907, ch. iii. 
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applying its ethical principles to the different spheres 
of human activity. 

What we are now concerned with, however, is the 
distinctive theory of private revelations, and we have 
to ask whether there is ground for supposing that 
subsequently to  the apostolic age supernatural com- 
munications have been made to saintly or prophetic 
men which constitute an addition to, or a correction of, 
the doctrinal knowledge which is bound up with the 
Christ,ian revelation. 

1. The strongest argument which is put forward in 
support of the general position of the school is that it 
is justified by the precedent and analogy of the period 
of Christian origins. It is a curious view of history, it 
is often said, and an unbelieving view, to suppose that 
in a past age God held converse with men, but that for 
well-nigh two thousand years He has kept silence. Is 
it consistent with the idea of God as the living God 
that we should think of Him as having passed out of 
our life, and given us in place of Himself a book which 
we ominously describe by the name of a Testament? 
Upon this it is to be observed in the first place that 
Protestant theology never asserted the thoroughgoing 
contrast which is imputed to it as between a primitive 
period when God spake by €€is Spirit, and the subse- 
quent centuries when He has spoken only through a 
book. It was never doubted that in the present dis- 
pensation the activity of the Spirit is intimate, inces- 
sant and necessary in enabling the minds of men to  
understand and lay hold of divine truth. Nor was it 
doubted that thosewho seek counsel of God in their 
perplexity receive guidance by the gracious operations 
of the same Spirit on condition that they make use 
of the Word and of prayer as the appointed means of 
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grace. The question was not vhether the Spirit of 
God still dwells with men, enlightening their minds in 
the knowledge of divine things, but whether He con- 
tinues to do this in the same immediate way which is 
affirmed of the biblical writers, and with the same 
result of imparting knomledge which was previously 
hidden from human eyes. In regard to this, it may be 
pointed out in the first place that the divine help 
enjoyed by the sacred writers was to some extent the 
same which we possess. They drew largely upon the 
revelation of God in nature and history and in the con- 
stitution of man, and formed their reflections upon the 
same; and they did this with the help of the light which 
lighteneth every man that cometh into the world. On the 
other hand it is quite clear that all subsequent Christian 
literature stands in a derivative and secondary relation 
to the canonical Scriptures ; and it is a most reasonable 
inference from this contrast that, while theology has 
done its work with the help of a general assistance 
of the Spirit, the original period witnessed a special 
enlightenment which has not been repeated in the 
same form. When a golden age occurs in literature, 
philosophy or art, it is customary for many succeeding 
generations to  live upon its wealth, and to  be content 
to value their own achievements as secondary and 
derivative; and this analogy at least suggests a justi- 
fication of the view that religious history reached a 
unique height in the primitive Christian age which 
contained factors and achievements that have not been 
repeated, and that will not be eclipsed. 

The arguments brought to bear in Protestant polemics 
against the principle of continuous revelations are not 
all of equal c0gency.l One is of a kind which is sug- 
gestive of a train of reasoning afterwards employed 

Calvin, Imtitutio, i. 9. 
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in a more serious issue by Hume, and is to the effect 
that, even if private revelations should be received, it 
would be impossible to prove them to others. The 
prophet, it was said, may be absolutely assured of his 
possession of a divine gift, but he is powerless to 
convince others of the divine origin of his message. 
He is unable, i t  was meant, to point to signs of rniracu- 
lous knowledge or power as accrediting and supporting 
his claim. But it is conceivable that he might be 
believed on the strength of a message which conveyed 
to other minds inherent evidence of its truth; and as a 
fact the case of Swedenborg, not to speak of that of 
Mohammed, shows that it is at least possible for a 
claimant of supernatural illumination to induce a 
multitude to admit the claim. A second objection 
which was emphatically urged was that the doctrine of 
the inner light is discredited by its practical conse- 
quences, since it is found to lead to Antinomian prac- 
tices and to  revolutionary projects. This generalisation 
was mainly founded on the excesses of certain Ana- 
baptists of the sixteenth century, who undoubtedly 
make an impression of moral as well as intellectual 
lunacy; but it has been made clear that the Protestant 
tradition judged this movement by its worst examples, 
ignored the ethical idealism which entered into their 
dreams, and passed an anathema on all which was only 
merited by a few. It is, indeed, one of the tragedies of 
history that men like Hiibmaier and Denck, and a 
great company of victims who followed them to the 
slaughter, should have been involved in the same 
condemnation with Mtinzer and John of Leyden.l In 
the Puritan period much of the intense moral earnest- 

Materials for e more intelligent end sympathetic judgment are 
See also Lindsay, supplied by R. M. Jones, op. ci t . ,  chs. xvi., xvii. 

History of the Reformation, 1907, vol. ii. p. 430 ff. 
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ness of the time, as well as an Antinomian doctrine, is 
to  be set to the account of the professed adherents of 
the School of the Spirit, And when the charge of 
Antinomianism is repeated it ought to be considered 
that the purity and meekness of Quaker morality have 
been no mean off-set to the failings of the Anabaptist 
forerunners. 

2. The cardinal question, as has been said, is whether 
we have ground for supposing that any communica- 
tions have been immediately made to prophetic men 
which constitute a real addition to religious knowledge, 
and which may be regarded as an independent supple- 
ment to the knowledge which we possess in the Christian 
revelation, On the real point at issue-viz. whether 
there has been an addition made to doctrine, it may be 
confidently affirmed that there is none among the claim- 
ants who can be plausibly regarded as adding to  the 
stock of our knowledge of divine things. To the most 
remarkable of the group theology owes far less than it 
owes to the great Christian thinkers who merely claimed 
that, in dependence on the aid of the Holy Spirit, they 
laboured at the interpretation and the explication of 
the records of the Christian revelation, or who meditated 
on the continued manifestation of Himself which God 
gives in the supplementary Bible of history, and in the 
experiences of the individual life. The only cases in 
which it seems credible that there has been an exten- 
sion of vision are that, in moments of exaltation,' there 
may have been a dim vision of things to come, and that 
it may have been permitted to  gain some impression of 
the conditions of the intermediate state over which the 
apostolic hand has flung a veil. At all events there is 
certainly no contribution from this quarter which can 
be set alongside of the commanding books of the New 
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Testament as an improvement upon, still less as a 
corrective of, the exposition therein handed on of the 
essential content of the Christian salvation. 

The justification of a theology of the Spirit is pro- 
claimed in the Fourth Gospel in conjunction with its 
governing conditions. There is the strongest declara- 
tion of a destined progress in knowledge under the 
guidance of the Spirit, and there is no indication that a 
temporal limit was intended to be set up after which 
the process would come to an end. But on the other 
hand it is declared that there is a fixed datum in the 
revelation and gift of God in Christ, and that progress 
will bear the character of a fuller manifestation of the 
things of Christ.’1 In other words, it is only the mind 
which works on the basis of the revelation of God in 
Christ, and seeks to know more of the being and the 
saving works of God through that revelation, which has 
the promise of increasing enlightenment and of growing 
fruitfulness. It is not true that the Spirit only acts 
through the Word in a mechanical way; but it is pro- 
foundly true that the condition of spiritual illumination 
for theoretical thinking or for life is, that the mind 
should be rooted in the faith, and steeped in the 
Spirit, which are expressed in the Word of God as 
uttered in Christ. On the other hand, religious 
thinking which severs itself from the historical revela- 
tion, and which values its speculations and judgments 
as a revelation that makes the Bible a superfluity, 
readily falls a prey to the most fantastic illusions, or, 
finding out its self-deception, seeks some consolation 
for the humiliation which has overtaken it in an all- 
levelling Rationalism. 

1 Johiixvi. 13, 14. 
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